Abstract-We show first the definition of variational convergence of unifunctions and their basic variational properties. In the next section, we extend this variational convergence definition in case the functions which are defined on product two sets (bifunctions or bicomponent functions). We present the definition of variational convergence of bifunctions, icluding epi/hypo convergence, minsuplop convergnece and maxinf-lop convergence, defined on metric spaces. Its variational properties are also considered. In this paper, we concern on the properties of epi/hypo convergence to apply these results on optimization proplems in two last sections. Next we move on to the main results that are approximations of typical and important optimization related problems on metric space in terms of the types of variational convergence are equilibrium problems, and multiobjective optimization. When we applied to the finite dimensional case, some of our results improve known one.
functions are inherited by the limit functions. These objects have played important roles in variational analysis and optimization-related problems. Hence, variational convergence is vital for studying approximation, estimation, stability or sensitivity in these areas. For unicomponent functions (unifunctions, or simply, functions), the basic variational convergence is epi-convergence, which was introduced in [1] [2] [3] . For bicomponent functions (or simply, bifunctions), i.e., functions of two components, and one wants to minimize with respect to (wrt) one component and maximize wrt the other. The first variational convergence is epi/hypo convergence proposed in [4, 5] and the second notion is lopside convergence defined in [6] . In [7, 8] lopside convergence of finite-valued bifunctions defined on rectangles (i.e., product sets) was introduced and studied with applications in approximation/stability of variational problems. In [9, 10] epi/hypo convergence of finite-valued bifunctions defined on rectangles was developed for the finite-dimensional case. For unifunctions the books [11, 12] are prominent comprehensive references. Epi-convergence is used in [11, 12, 13] for scalar minimization, graphical convergence is applied in [11] for complementarity problems and in [14] for variational inequalities, and lopconvergence is the tool in [15, 9, 10, 16] for various models. Epi/hypo convergence is studied and applied in [17, 18, 10, 19] .
Regarding the notation, for a subset A of a metric space X , int A and bd A stand for its interior and boundary, respectively. For a function 
VARIATIONAL CONVERGENCE OF UNIFUNCTIONS
In this section, we discuss types of variational convergence of functions in fv-fcn( X ) and their basic variational properties. From now on in this paper, let , there exists
be nonempty and 
k graphically converge to if and only if they both epi-and hypo-converge to and
(iii) If 
W
In the rest of this section, we recall most important variational properties of epiconvergence, see [7] .
Theorem 1 (Epi-convergence: basic property) Let , k fv-fcn( X ) and = e-lim k . Then,
is a minimizer of The second part of Theorem 1 can be expressed equivalently as: if e-lim
It is easy to prove the extension that if
To guarantee the equality in this relation with the full Lim instead of Limsup and also the convergence of the infimal values, we need the following tightness notion. 
, there exists
Observe that Definition 4 is nonsymmetric: the following maxinf-lop convergence is different from minsup-lop convergence: , there exists
Lopside convergence clearly implies e/hconvergence. Indeed, condition (a) of the definitions are the same whereas condition (b) of lop-convergence is clearly stronger than (b) of epi/hypo convergence. To see this, simply observe that, if for all C x one can find a common sequence
depending on y belonging or not to B as lopconvergence requires, then certainly (b) for epi/hypo convergence is satisfied, since one can even choose such a sequence 
, and 
Remark 1 (i) It is clear that continuous convergence of bifunctions
relative to the sequence
implies all kinds of e/h-, minsup-lop and maxinf-lop convergence. (We know already in Section 2 that continuous convergence implies also both epi-and hypoconvergence of
So, continuous convergence is a variational convergence too. But, this convergence is very strong and hence difficult to be satisfied.
(ii) Limits of an e/h-convergent sequence are not unique. The limits form a class of bifunctions, called an e/h-equivalence class ; see e.g., [9] . However, as we will see below, fortunately almost all variational properties are the same for all the limit bifunctions in an equivalence class.
(iii) In [9] , characterizations of e/h-convergence and lop-convergence of finite-valued bifunctions were established. In particular, [9, Theorem 3] asserted the equivalence of the e/h-convergence of a sequence of finite-valued bifunctions and the e/hconvergence of the corresponding proper extendedreal-valued bifunctions.
Naturally expected variational properties of e/hconvergence are those related to saddle points, since this convergence is symmetric. Recall that a point 
Therefore, if has a saddle point
The corresponding property of is checked similarly, (ii) It is clear that
The two right inequalities are proved similarly.
In the remaining part of this section, we investigate variational properties of an arbitrary e/h-limit under some additional conditions. We will see that all the e/h-limits in an equivalence class share many common properties. This fact should be highlighted, since in many applications it helps to avoid dealing with whole equivalence classes.
Theorem 3 (Convergence of approximate saddle points) Let a sequence
be a cluster point of this sequence of approximate saddle points, say
is an -saddle point of and
We can assume that actually
By the definition of e/h-convergence, one has
These inequalities mean that 
where the second inequality follows from the approximate saddle point inequalities. With the role played by the x -variable and the y -variable reversed, a similar argument gives 
Observe that, in the above two theorems, neither convex-concave conditions, nor continuity, nor compactness, nor even closedness are imposed. We assume only epi/hypo convergence. So, this convergence is a very suitable notion for considering saddle (or approximate saddle) points.
Theorem 3 can be restated as follows, for the case 0 = .
If k e/h-converges to and
To have equality with the full Lim instead of Limsup in the above relation, i.e., to have also
we propose new notions of tightness in Definition 5 below. Note that these tightness definitions reflect the symmetric roles of x and y in the symmetric e/h-convergence (cf. discussions after Definition 3). They are different from the known notions of tightness in [7] which are nonsymmetric.
Definition 5 (i) ( x -ancillary tightness)
k is called to e/hconverge x -ancillary tightly to in fv-biv , there is
k is said to e/hconverge y -ancillary tightly to in fv-biv 
, the tightness ensures the existence of
It suffices to show that, for all positive and
Suppose to the contrary to (3) that there is 0 and a subsequence j k such that
Taking liminf on both sides, (1) and (2) . In Example 2 of [9] , it was computed that all the bifunctions . So, the saddle points are preserved under tight e/hconvergence and the saddle points are the same for all limits in the e/h-equivalence class.
APPROXIMATIONS OF EQUILIBRIUM PROBLEMS
Consider the following equilibrium problem (EP) find . The (EP) was shown to be a genuine generalization of many optimization-related problems in [20] , by pointing out particular (EP) model which do not fit the framework of variational inequalities, which are also general but are special cases of (EP). Note that, in fact, we have not seen papers arguing if a solution of (EP) may be really a physical/technical equilibrium point or not. But, the economical and social meaning of "equilibrium" has been confirmed by many considerations of practical problems like traffic networks, non-cooperative games, etc.
Assume that for (EP) we have a sequence of approximating problems (EP k ) with
. Denote the solution set of (EP) ((EP k ), resp) by S (S k , resp).
Proposition 3 If e/h-lim
i.e., any cluster point in , i.e., x is in S. The proof for the case where k epi-converges is similar.
W
The above assertion improves Theorem 6.11 of [21] , where the e/h-convergence is replaced by the stronger minsup-lop convergence, and it is assumed further that -approximate solutions of (EP) by S , .
Proposition 4 If

]
k and e/h-lim
i.e., any cluster point in The proof is similar to that of Proposition 3. We consider also the dual equilibrium problem, introduced in [22] , (DEP) find We have the following evident assertion, which is stronger than corresponding statements in many other duality schemes: x is a solution of (EP) and also y is that of (DEP) if and only if Denote the set of the solutions (the ) , ( -approximate solutions, resp) of (DEP) by DS (DS , , resp). Proposition 5 (ii) can be rephrased
To have equality and with the "full" Lim instead of Limsup, i.e., to have additionally
we impose tightness conditions and apply Theorem 5 to obtain the following.
Proposition 6 If k e/h-converges fully tightly to and
As aforementioned, it is well-known that equilibrium models encompass most of optimization-related problems. However, in this paper we restrict ourselves to the particular equilibrium problem (EP), which is a single-valued and scalar problem. So, in principle, it contains only single-valued and scalar optimization-related models. But, we can apply Propositions 3-6 for our scalar problem (EP) , Such a solution y is called a strong/ideal minimizer (or a strongly efficient point) of on A . This duality scheme is different from the known ones for multiobjective minimization, where the dual for a minimization problem is a maximization problem. From the definition of (OP) and (DOP), we see that y x, are a solution of (OP) and (DOP), resp, if and only if
By substituting x and y in this inclusion, we obtain -approximate solutions as a special case of the corresponding definitions for (EP) and (DEP) and pay attention also on their duality.
To state consequences of Propositions 2-5 in terms of the data of (OP), we need the following definition. (Note that, in [21] and [23] , there was already the notion defined in Definition 6(i), but for the special case where A A k and these sets are convex.) We have a relation between Definition 6 and the convergence of k defined by the rule (5) 
for all i , and hence 
